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Tireless melt-up, COVID-19 immunity, same themes, inconsequential debt, Greek yields, foreboding spread
Nothing seems to be getting in the way of the melt-up. Not even coronavirus now COVID-19 has knocked it off
its upward climb except for a few brief days. Maybe this time it is different. Well at least that is what they
always say. Except it isn’t.
The same themes present themselves over and over again. The central banks are going to save the world. And
we can grow debt, debt, debt and there are seemingly no consequences. That is until there is. Now we
discover in our “Chart of the Week” (page 9) that Greek bonds yield less than U.S. bonds. What you say?
Our recession watch spread (page 17) remains positive. No signal of recession but we can’t help but note that
parts of the EU are falling into recession. So is Hong Kong and who knows what happens with China and the
COVID-19. While the Canadian Dividend Strategy provides some downside protection with companies that
have strong cash flow and increasing dividends, holdings such as Waste Connections, Inc., which provides
services to collect, transfer, recycle and remove waste are also expected to generate sound financial results
regardless of the economic backdrop.
Have a great week!
DC
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“The impacts of the war and the pandemic are hard to disentangle in market and economy charts, but it
looks like positive developments in the war…were overshadowed by the pandemic, marking the end of an
equity rally...”
—Ray Dalio, Bridgewater Associates, speaking at the World Economic Forum, Davos, Switzerland, January
21, 2020
“Investing should be more like watching paint dry or watching grass grow. If you want excitement, take
$800 and go to Las Vegas.”
—Paul Samuelson, American economist, winner Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences; 1915–2009
“The four most dangerous words in investing are: ‘This time it’s different.’”
—Sir John Templeton, American-born British investor, banker, fund manager, philanthropist; 1912–2008
Sir John Templeton’s words struck a chord. “This time it’s different.” It is a phrase that has been heard
throughout history. As we watch the stock indices roar to new all-time highs, it is a phrase that keeps
recurring. It appears that not even coronavirus, or COVID-19 as it is called now, can stop this historic market.
As to Sir John Templeton, we wouldn’t exactly refer to him as a perma-bear.
This Time Is Different, Eight Centuries of Financial Folly is the title of a classic by economists Carmen M.
Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff. The book chronicles history through periods of lending, borrowing, crashing,
and recovery from a series of financial crises. Reinhart and Rogoff write that “no matter how different the
latest financial frenzy or crisis always appears, there are usually remarkable similarities with past experience
from other countries and from history…If there is one common theme to the vast range of crises we consider
in this book, it is that excessive debt accumulation, whether it be by the government, banks, corporations or
consumers, often poses greater systemic risks than it seems during a boom.”
They are so right. We have been on a five-decade long explosion of debt that we can trace back to the end of
the gold standard in August 1971. It was the day that money became essentially worthless, backed by nothing
except a government promise to pay the very definition of a fiat currency or IOU. So many pieces of paper, or
more likely so many digital flashes on a computer screen. The process was accelerated with the stock market
crash of October 1987 and Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan unleashing a torrent of money to bail out Wall Street
and effectively prevent the world from plunging into another Great Depression.
The names of the crises resonate. The 1970s brought us the Arab oil embargo and oil shock. At the end of the
decade, the Latin American debt crisis gripped South America and the financial world. The 1980s brought us
the Japanese stock market bubble followed by the crash (1990), the October 1987 crash, and the Savings &
Loans crisis. The 1990s saw the Mexican economic crisis (1994), the Asian contagion (1997), the Russian
financial collapse and Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) (1998), and the NASDAQ high-tech/dot.com
bubble. The 2000s saw the bursting of the high-tech/dot.com bubble, the housing bubble, the sub-prime
mortgage crisis, an oil price bubble and collapse, the 2007–2009 financial collapse, and the Venezuelan
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banking collapse. The 2010s started off with the EU/Greek sovereign debt crisis that also engulfed Portugal,
Spain, and Ireland or was it Iceland (PIGS), another Russian financial crisis (2014), the Chinese stock market
crash, and the “everything” bubble. And need we mention historically low interest rates and QE to infinity, it
seems? The question that begs is, will the 2020s bring us the reckoning that is overdue? Or will the central
banks once again save the day?
As we have so often noted, the world is awash in debt—currently estimated at $255 trillion, giving us a global
debt to GDP ratio of over 300%. The U.S. has $75.7 trillion of that debt or almost 30%. We don’t even want to
think about U.S. unfunded obligations estimated at over $128 trillion. The U.S. debt to GDP is approaching
350%. It’s adding debt now at an incredible $1 trillion annually. Actually, it is probably even more. And that is
just the government. Corporations, banks, and consumers are doing the same thing. Yet no one seems too
concerned. And it is not as if they are using credit to invest, unless one means throwing it into the stock
market. Corporations borrow to buy back their stock to push up the price and pay their executives huge
bonuses. The consumer borrows for products, holidays, and that next bigger house. The endless credit card is
working overtime. It is living in a delusional world. It is not a question of when it will end, it is a question of
when. It will end in broken dreams.
Interest rates have been pushed down to historically low levels. They can’t afford to let interest rates rise or
the entire debt bubble will blow up and collapse. The EU and Japan have negative interest rates and that is
causing capital to flow out of those countries seeking higher returns. Where does it go? It goes into the U.S.
dollar and then to purchase U.S. treasuries or stocks. Some even buy gold.
With interest rates effectively suppressed, the 10-year U.S. treasury note acts as a benchmark for the entire
financial system, meaning everything is priced off of it. Spreads on what are effectively junk bonds have really
never been so low. Somehow, the entire world believes that if a problem arises, the central banks of the world
will just throw more money at it. Whether one calls it QE, repos, or just plain old flooding the financial system
with money—as PBOC is doing in China to combat the coronavirus crisis—the effect is the same. Billions are
pumped in and all that money has to go somewhere.
And where does the money come from? Thin air mostly, or pumping up the printing presses. Central banks are
responsible for monetary policy and act as lenders of last resort. Inflation doesn’t show up in higher prices for
day to day goods and services or in wages; it shows up by creating bubbles, whether it be stocks, bonds, or
housing. And because everyone is so confident that the central banks can bail everyone out, they borrow even
more. The result of all this is those at the top receive a larger share of financial wealth that emanates from all
of this. In pushing stock prices into unheard-of territory, PE multiples also explode upward and are treated as
normal. Most of the gains over the past decade and from even earlier are due to PE multiple expansion, not
from earnings growth.
All the money and debt have created a false economy. If all that money was going into productive output, one
would think that manufacturing production would have expanded, but it hasn’t. Our chart below shows that
manufacturing production is roughly 2% lower than where it was in November 2007. Total industrial
production is only about 4% higher than where it was in the same time period. All figures are for the U.S. Note
that U.S. industrial production fell 0.3% in the latest month and is down 0.8% over the past year.
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With industrial production weak, it is not surprising to learn that, even as employment grows, the number of
people employed full-time is slowing. That number is only up 7.5% since November 2007. The U.S. population
has grown almost 9% but the working-age population has only grown just over 5% as the number of retirees
grows. The employment-population ratio is lower today than it was in 2007 at 61.2% vs. 62.7%, and well below
where it was in 2000 at 64.6%. The labour force participation rate has also fallen to 63.4% from 66.0% in
November 2007 and a peak of 67.3% in 2000. If the labour force participation rate were the same today as it
was in 2000, then the unemployment rate would be 9.2%, not 3.6% (U3). That differential is showing up in the
huge number of people not considered to be in the labour force.
Industrial Production Manufacturing and Industrial Production Index 2000-present

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
GDP and employment growth have been falling steadily since 1950. This is despite the trillions pumped into
the financial system since the 2008 financial crisis.
(Continues on next page)
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Real Gross Domestic Product Total Nonfarm Employees Annual Rate of Change

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
Given the huge growth in debt, it is no surprise that debt to GDP has also exploded. We are currently living
with a debt to GDP ratio that was more appropriate to war-time than it is to the present; that is, unless one
considers the “endless war” in the Middle East to be war-time. The chart below shows federal debt held by the
public as a percentage of GDP.
Debt held by the public is just one measurement of government debt. U.S. gross government Federal debt is
currently $23.7 trillion. Public debt is the amount of Federal debt held by the public. It represents roughly 76%
of gross debt or about $18 trillion. By public we mean the amount of federal debt held by individuals,
businesses, banks, insurance companies, state and local governments, pension funds, mutual funds, foreign
governments, foreign businesses and individuals, and the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank. The remainder is
intragovernmental debt held for social security, Medicare, etc. It is a liability of the U.S. government but has no
net effect on the government’s overall finances.

(Continues on the next page)
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Source: www.cbo.gov
The question is, where do we go from here? There are potential signs of an economic slowdown coming. While
they were busy celebrating a slowing in the number of coronavirus (COVID-19) cases, that number suddenly
exploded again, throwing a pall of uncertainty into the markets. The reality is that the COVID-19 is already
causing severe disruption in China that will also resonate around the world. As the crisis grows, economic
activity is grinding to a halt. Whether it is in global supply chain disruptions or a collapse in the tourist industry,
the cancellation of flights to China or the shutting down of the gambling houses in Macau, all of this will have a
negative effect on China’s GDP and global GDP.
No one knows how long this is going to last. WHO has stated there is no immediate cure for the disease. While
the number of cases outside of China remains small (currently under 500) it could suddenly and unexpectedly
explode. If it does, then the rest of the world could soon look like China with empty streets. No country has
ever tried mass quarantine on this scale before. And it is difficult to police.
It is not as if there are not already enough problems. The EU is gripped with Brexit. The U.K. was a net payer to
the EU of roughly £8.5 billion annually. That money will not be forthcoming. The EU is insisting on following its
trade rules. The U.K. wants a different set of rules. The U.K. is faced with possibly splitting up itself. The EU and
the U.K. are already facing tepid growth. Italy, France, and Austria are already showing signs of falling into
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recessions. In Asia, Hong Kong has fallen into a recession that is now exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis.
China’s economic problems flow into other South Asian economies including Vietnam, South Korea, and
Thailand. Japan’s growth is tepid at best, despite years of QE and negative interest rates. Canada is being
disrupted by First Nations protests spreading across the country that are shutting down railways and clogging
ports. That is sure to translate into reduced growth.
The answer to the crisis is more money from the printing presses. But the Fed started its repo program before
the COVID-19 crisis got underway. The repo program was, we believe, to prevent a rise in interest rates. There
is a potential banking problem out there, but where is it? We suspect either in the EU or Japanese banking
system. Since the program got underway, the Fed’s balance sheet has exploded upward by $405 billion. At this
rate, the Fed could add upwards of $1.1 trillion by the end of 2020. Since the repo program got underway in
early September 2019, the S&P 500 has gained 16.5%. With all that money sloshing around, could it just be
coincidence? Or is it “This Time It Is Different”?
Fed Balance Sheet

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
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Source: www.jsmineset.com
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Chart of the Week

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
We thought we were seeing double. But no, we weren’t. Markets have clearly lost their mind instead. From
45% to 1%. Yes, those are Greek bonds. The yield on Greek 10-year government bonds fell to 0.97% this past
week. Let’s repeat that—Greek 10-year bonds fell to 0.97% this past week. What next? Negative interest rate
Greek bonds? If there was anything that now personifies the troubles in the EU zone it is Greek bonds trading
for less than U.S. government bonds. The current yield on the U.S. 10-year treasury note is 1.62%. No wonder
funds are flowing out of the eurozone into the U.S. And all those funds flowing out of the eurozone—plus
Japan because of ultra-low interest rates and China because of coronavirus—are putting upward pressure on
the U.S. dollar and pushing the U.S. stock market into the stratosphere.
In 2011, Greek 10-year bonds hit 45%. That was the height of the EU/Greek debt crisis. Now they are under
1%. Still, Greek bonds are considered speculative grade and prices could collapse quickly if sentiment changed.
Sure, Greece’s economy has improved with projected 2% growth. That’s better than the eurozone, but then
one must remember Greece is coming out of a deep hole. In October, Greece even sold some T-bills at a
negative yield. Frankly, that’s nuts. And there are those who believe that Greek 10-years could fall to 0%. Yet
the rating agencies still have Greece rated as junk. Then again, maybe this is just another sign of how distorted
markets have become. When the proverbial stuff hits the fan, it could get downright ugly. No, this time it is not
different.
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MARKETS AND TRENDS
% Gains (Losses)

Trends

Close
Dec 31/19

Close
Feb 14/20

Week

YTD

Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly (Long
Term)

Stock Market Indices
S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials

3,230.78
28,645.26

3,380.16 (new highs)
29,398.08 (new highs)

1.6%
1.0%

4.6%
3.0%

up
up

up
up

up (topping)
up (topping)

Dow Jones Transports
NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite
S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

10,936.70
9,006.62
17,063.53
577.54

10,862.98
9,731.18 (new highs)
17,848.36 (new highs)
570.49

0.01%
2.2%
1.1%
(0.6)%

(0.4)%
8.5%
4.6%
(1.2)%

neutral
up
up
neutral

up
up
up
neutral

up (topping)
up (topping)
up (topping)
down

S&P 600
MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

1,021.18
2,033.60
7,255.46

1,018.27
2,032.16
10,254.13

1.6%
0.1%
4.8%

(0.3)%
(0.1)%
41.3%

neutral
neutral
up

up
up
up

up (topping)
up
up

241.94
261.30

225.36
260.26

(0.5)%
1.0%

(6.9)%
(0.4)%

up
up

up
up

up
up

1.92
1.70

1.59
1.36

flat
2.3%

(17.2)%
(20.0)%

0.34

0.17

(5.6)%

(50.0)%

0

-0.13

13.3%

(130.0)%

US$ Index
Canadian $

96.06
0.7710

99.00
0.7550

0.4%
0.4%

3.1%
(2.0)%

up
down

up
down

up
down

Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

112.12
103.44
132.59

108.35 (new lows)
101.84
130.48

(1.0)%
(0.4)%
1.3%

(3.4)%
(1.6)%
(1.5)%

down
down
neutral

down
up
up

down
up
neutral

Japanese Yen

92.02

91.10

flat

(1.0)%

down

down

up (weak)

1,523.10

1,586.40

0.8%

4.2%

up

up

up

17.92
977.80

17.73
974.70

0.2%
0.6%

(1.1)%
(0.3)%

down (weak)
neutral

up
up

up
up

1,909.30
2.797

2,351.00
2.613

6.4%
2.4%

23.1%
(6.6)%

up
down

up
down

up
down

Energy
WTI Oil

61.06

52.05

3.4%

(14.8)%

down

down

down

Natural Gas

2.19

1.83 (new lows)

(1.6)%

(16.4)%

down

down

down

Gold Mining Stock Indices
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)
Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond yield
Recession Watch Spreads
U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury
spread
Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB
spread
Currencies

Precious Metals
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Base Metals
Palladium
Copper

Source: www.stockcharts.com, David Chapman
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Coronavirus crisis—what coronavirus crisis? The markets, after a brief interruption, have shrugged off the
coronavirus crisis. It’s something that is happening “over there,” but we’re okay. As well, the impeachment
crisis is over. Trump rules and can now do, it seems, anything he wants, even with his latest of interfering in
criminal cases before the courts. The imperial presidency. This week the S&P 500 gained 1.6% and once again
set new all-time highs. Joining the party were the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) (+1.0%), and the NASDAQ
(+2.2%). Also making new all-time highs were the Dow Jones Utilities (DJU) (+2.2%), the Dow Jones Composite
(DJC) (+1.0%), the NASDAQ 100 (+2.4%), the S&P 100 (OEX) (+1.2%), and the Wilshire 5000 (+1.8%). Many cite
the record highs of the Wilshire as proof the market is going to go even higher.
Elsewhere, the TSX Composite hit new all-time highs, up 1.1% but the TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX) continued
its woes, down 0.6%. In the EU, the London FTSE lost 0.6%, the Paris CAC 40 hit new all-time highs, up 0.5%, as
did the German DAX, up 1.3%. China’s Shanghai Index (SSEC) continued its rebound, gaining 1.8% while the
Tokyo Nikkei Dow (TKN) lost 0.2%. Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index was up 1.5% but that index looks increasingly
dangerous and some are starting to call Hong Kong a failed city because of the ongoing protests and now the
coronavirus.
Could the stock market continue its melt-up? The answer is absolutely yes. Shrugging off the latest crisis seems
to be the new normal. But just remember this is being driven by a) the huge repo program being carried out by
the Fed; b) unprecedented continuance of global QE programs to try and save their economies, particularly in
the EU and Japan, and now in China as well; and c) capital flows out of the weakening eurozone and fleeing the
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coronavirus crisis in China and Hong Kong. Add in continued borrowing and you have all the makings of a meltup, ignoring growing negative fundamentals. But, as in 2000, the party eventually came to an end. We just
can’t tell you when it will end, only that it will end and usually badly. If we like symmetry, then a top should
come by March 2020 corresponding with the top twenty years ago as the high-tech dot.com bubble crashed
and burned.
The S&P 500 appears to be at the top of its channel. But it could, as it has before, crash right through. Or it
could just crawl up the channel as it moves higher as the channel itself steepens. All we can note is the
downside points: under 3,325, caution; under 3,275, more caution as the lower channel breaks; under 3,000
and a bear market could be underway. 3,214 is the recent low so if that breaks it is a sign that a top is in. But as
the melt-up continues the market becomes more dangerous. Caveat emptor.

Source: www.stockcharts.com
The NASDAQ, like the S&P 500, just keeps moving higher. The NASDAQ is driven by the FAANGs. We note that
the RSI (and other indicators as well) are diverging negatively with the price action of the index. The indicators
are making lower highs, even as the index makes higher highs. The NASDAQ’s RSI is once again over 70 in an
area that often sees tops. Still, there is room for the NASDAQ to move higher in the channel with the top up
around 10,000. Hitting 10,000 would no doubt trigger a wave of euphoria. We are now 6.5% above the 50-day
MA. It should be noted that the NASDAQ in March 2000 reached 19% above the 50-day MA. Based on that,
yes, the NASDAQ could have further to run. The run since October 2019 to now has seen the NASDAQ gain
26.3%. In 1999–2000, the NASDAQ rose 91.8% from October 1999 to March 2000. The final run from January
2000 to the top in March saw the NASDAQ gain 28%. The gain so far, since the low near the end of January,
has been 7%. One wonders, is the NASDAQ following that 2000 pattern? If so, more gains should be seen.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The negative divergences between the S&P 500 and the VIX Volatility Indicator (VIX) continue. We have noted
that the same divergences appeared on the VIX before the collapse in October to December 2018. The VIX is
showing topping patterns, whereas the S&P 500 just chugs higher and higher. It is, however, a warning—not
the confirmation of a top, but it has to be taken into consideration. We are showing the inverted VIX above so
that new highs in the VIX would correspond with new highs in the index.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
It’s been some time since we mentioned Bitcoin. But it has been on a bit of tear lately, up some $3,500 since
December 2019. We suspect the current run-up could be the C wave of a larger ABC correction that began
back in December 2018. The A wave carried to $12,800 while the B wave down took us just below $7,000. If
this is a normal ABC corrective flat, then we could carry to near $13,000 before this tops out. We wouldn’t at
this time expect a major run to the former highs near $20,000, although listening to the crypto bulls we are
headed for $100,000. According to Coin Market Cap (www.coinmarketcap.com), there are currently 5,127
different cryptos with a global market cap of $304.5 billion. That’s only about 20% or so of Apple’s market cap.
The biggest crypto is Bitcoin at $186.3 billion. The top three, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and XRP, have a
market cap of $231.3 billion, representing 76% of the entire crypto market. There are 19 cryptos with a market
cap above $1 billion. Bitcoin is approaching overbought, but in the crypto world overbought is merely a phrase
to represent a short pause before they surge again. Or not. The breakdown zone is currently around $8,500.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The TSX Composite continued its winning ways this past week, largely ignoring a slowing economy and the
indigenous uprising gripping the country that has shut down rail lines. So far, that crisis has not had a major
impact except in disrupting consumer travel and slowing delivery of some goods, but if it drags on much longer
it could have a negative impact on the economy. The TSX Composite was up 1.1% on the week and is up 4.6%
so far in 2020. Only one sub-index was negative on the week. Telecommunications lost 1.1% after hitting new
all-time highs. That is a bit negative. Consumer Staples lost 0.1%, but that was essentially flat. All other subindices were up on the week with six altogether hitting all-time highs. Besides Telecommunications hitting an
all-time high, the others were Income Trusts (+1.7%), Financials (+0.7%), Real Estate (+1.6%), Utilities (+3.0%),
and Information Technology (+3.5%). Also up were Energy (+0.4%), Golds (+1.0%), Health care (+3.2%),
Industrials (+1.0%), Materials (+1.0%), and Metals & Mining (+1.3%). Utilities have been barn burners. Utilities
act as a bit of safe haven in periods of weakness because, no matter what, we need power. The TSX is
displaying negative divergences with indicators, as the index is hitting new highs but the indicators are not. It’s
a warning sign, not necessarily that a top is nigh. A breakdown under 17,500 would be the signal that a top is
most likely in. There is potential within the current channel to reach 18,000 if this rally continues. Much, of
course, depends on the U.S. indices, the state of the coronavirus crisis and its potential negative impact, and
even the crisis with First Nations.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Interest rates, represented here by the U.S. 10-year treasury note, were basically unchanged this past week.
The 10-year closed at 1.59%. After hitting a 5-month high of 1.93% in December 2019, the 10-year has fallen,
driven lower by a combination of slowing eurozone economies, negative interest rates in the eurozone and
Japan, and more recently the coronavirus crisis as investors seek out yield and a safety. U.S. bonds, along with
gold, have acted as safe havens in the time of crisis. The 10-year appears to be pointed lower. As long as the
recent high of 1.66% holds, odds favour lower interest rates. If the coronavirus crisis deepens and it begins to
negatively impact the U.S. economy (it is already negatively impacting China, Asia, and the EU), then interest
rates could fall further and there will be pressure to cut the Fed rate once again. A number expect the Fed to
cut another ¼ point in June, regardless of what happens. Powell is on record as saying if the coronavirus crisis
deepens, the Fed will take action beyond the current repo program. We can only assume that means more QE.
Certainly the coronavirus crisis adds a high degree of uncertainty to the outlook.
On a worry note, U.S. inflation picked up in January to a year-over-year gain of 2.5%, the highest since October
2018. In December the rate was 2.3%. The market had expected 2.4%. The core inflation rate that the Fed pays
far more attention to was, however, only up a paltry 0.1% in January. On Friday, the retail sales release
showed a gain of 0.3% above the 0.2% expectation. Year over year retail sales were up 4.4%, but when you
strip out inflation and population growth, retail sales were essentially flat. On a negative note, industrial
production for January fell 0.3% and year over year was down 0.8%. Manufacturing production was also down
0.8% year over year in January. The preliminary February Consumer Sentiment Index came in at 92.6 above
expectations of 90.5. We also learned that more downward revisions are coming for nonfarm payrolls. Last
week, we noted that the first three months of 2019 saw a downward revision of 514,000 jobs. Another is due
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for December 2019 and the drop this time is 422,000 jobs. This will negatively impact 2019 GDP. Expect
downward revisions there as well. Retail sales for 2019 are also to be downwardly revised, although these
revisions probably won’t be out until June or July 2020.
President Trump has more recently offered two more appointees to the Federal Reserve, which is awaiting
Senate approval. They are Christopher Waller and Judy Shelton. Both are well-known doves and will help tilt
the Fed in Trump’s desired direction of lowering interest rates. Shelton is also a well-known believer in a return
to the gold standard. Trump is also a believer. That ought to warm the inards of the gold bugs.
Interest rates appear to be headed lower unless, as we noted, 1.66% is taken out to the upside. It is even
possible that the 10-year could fall below the recent 1.47% and even the all-time low of 1.39%. Trump wants
negative rates just like the eurozone and Japan, even though negative interest rates are really a long-term
losing proposition.
Recession Watch Spread

Source: www.stockcharts.com

The recession watch 2–10 spread was little changed this past week at +17 bp vs. +18 bp the previous week.
Our other recession spread 3-month treasury bills less the 10-year U.S. treasury note (3m-10) slipped to +1 bp
from +3 bp the previous week. Negative spreads have, in the past, proven to be signs of an impending
recession. However, recessions rarely got underway until the spreads turned positive again after a period of
being negative. Negative spreads for the most part ended last August just as the Fed’s repo program was
getting underway.
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CPI Annual Change, 10-year U.S. Treasury Note Yield, Effective Fed Funds

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
After trading above the rate of inflation for most of 2018 and 2019, both the fed funds rate and the yield on
the U.S. 10-year U.S. treasury note have fallen below the rate of inflation. The fed funds rate only briefly
traded higher above the rate of inflation, having spent the past decade with what we refer to as negative
yields. Yields falling below the rate of inflation are usually good for gold as gold acts a proxy for the inflation
rate with annual gains over time above the rate of inflation.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The US$ Index continues its hot hand. The U.S. dollar is benefitting from the coronavirus crisis, negative
interest rates in Japan and the eurozone, slowing and even recessionary economies in the EU, Japan, Hong
Kong and China, higher interest rates in the U.S., and a U.S. economy that, while not exactly booming, is
outperforming nearly everyone else. The result is that capital flows out of the weak zones into the U.S. dollar
which in turn finds its way into buying U.S. bonds and stocks. For the most part, the US$ Index has been up
now for 10 consecutive days. Sentiment is hitting about 90%, a level often associated with tops. The US$ Index
has not, however, made new 52-week highs. The euro, as we note next, did make new 52-week lows. The euro
fell 1.0% this past week, the Swiss franc was down 0.4%, and the Japanese yen was flat. The pound sterling was
up almost 1.3% and the Canadian dollar gained 0.4%. All the major currencies remain down on the year against
the U.S. dollar. Despite the strength of the U.S. dollar, gold gained on the week. Surprisingly, the Chinese yuan
has not weakened further against the U.S. dollar and is holding around US$1=7 yuan. That is actually down
from a recent high (low for the yuan) of US$1=7.03 yuan. With sentiment extremely high and indicators
flashing overbought, the odds of at least a pullback are rising. There is resistance from 99.20 to 99.30, but
above 99.30 we could make a run towards 100 and new highs. A break back below 98.60 could signal a top, but
we’d need to see a breakdown and close below 97.20 to confirm a top.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The euro plunged to new lows this past week. Negative interest rates, the coronavirus crisis biting European
tourism, Brexit, slowing economies in the eurozone including some sliding into recession (Italy, Austria, and
possibly even Germany) and you have capital outflows and a plunging currency. The new 52-week lows, are,
however, not being seen by the US$ Index making new 52-week highs, a divergence. Sentiment on the euro
has plunged to 8%. Indicators are in deep oversold territory. The most recent move has seen the euro fall
effectively for 10 consecutive days. Odds are beginning to favour at least a bounce. Whether it would
determine a final bottom remains to be seen.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Gold enjoyed a positive week despite the strength in the U.S. dollar and a few somewhat decent economic
numbers. The potential for a slowdown related to the coronavirus crisis helped keep gold up, along with
thoughts of another cut in interest rates and the yield on 10-year notes falling under the rate of inflation. Gold
gained 0.8% on the week and is now up 4.2% on the year. We continue to like the pattern that gold is forming
as it could be a bull pennant. The pennant breaks out over $1,590 but we’d prefer to see a move and close
above $1,600 to suggest a move above the recent high of $1,613. A break under $1,560 would be negative and
a break under $1,535 would suggest a move down to test the 200-day MA near $1,460. A breakdown under
$1,445 would be terminal and tell us that gold has entered a bear market. Our outlook on gold remains
positive. The fact that gold is doing so well even as the U.S. dollar rises is a big positive. When the U.S. dollar
turns down gold should do even better. Gold has acted as a safe haven during the coronavirus crisis.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
There was no change for gold’s commercial COT this past week as it remained at 26%. Long open interest rose
about 5,000 contracts but short open interest was also up roughly 11,000 contracts. The large speculators COT
(hedge funds, managed futures, etc.) rose to 88% from 86% as they cut their short open interest by about
8,000 contracts while long open interest was only up about 600 contracts. Overall, the COT remains bearish for
gold. Surprisingly, the large speculators COT rose when there wasn’t a huge upward movement for gold this
past week. Are they getting too bullish? We’d prefer to see it fall as they become discouraged.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Silver eked out a 0.2% gain this past week. Once again, silver underperformed vis-à-vis gold. This is an ongoing
concern of ours as silver should lead in a bull market. We have previously noted how gold made new highs on
the recent move but silver did not, a negative divergence. The averages, or in this case, the metals should
confirm each other. Nonetheless, the silver chart continues to appear positive. The consolidation followed the
move from the December low of $16.56 to a high in January of $18.90. A breakout above $17.75 would be
positive, but we really want to see a breakout and close over $18.50 to suggest higher prices. A breakdown
under $17.40 would be negative and a breakdown under the December low of $16.65 could prove terminal
and a bear market. The 200-day MA is currently at $16.81. In theory, silver could go either way here, but our
leaning is towards an up move as the consolidation appears normal and not a topping pattern. We’ll feel a lot
more positive over $18 and even more so over $18.50. Potential targets remain up to $20.25/$20.50 once we
see new highs above $18.90.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
There was no change in this week’s silver commercial COT as it held at 30%. There were some small changes as
long open interest rose by over 2,000 contracts but short open interest also rose up roughly 3,500 contracts.
Overall, the commercial COT remains bearish. There was also no change for the large speculators COT as it
stayed at 77%.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
With the euro continuing to fall against the U.S. dollar and gold prices rising, it is no surprise to see gold
expressed in euros rise once again to fresh record highs. Gold in euros appears to have broken out following a
brief consolidation period through January and into February. Targets could be up to €1530 another €65 from
current levels. We view record highs for gold expressed in other currencies as positive for gold expressed in
U.S. dollars. Eventually gold in U.S. dollars should also make fresh record highs.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
We continue to view the long-term chart for gold as bullish. Gold appears to have formed a potential multiyear cup and handle pattern. This type of pattern is not unusual in a bull market. After forming the cup, we
have the breakout at $1,350/$1,370. Following a sharp breakout there is usually a period of consolidation that
can last weeks (the handle). Measuring implications remain the same for a target for gold, somewhere
between $1,725–$1,750. With gold starting to rise again, a firm breakout over $1,600 could send us on our
way to the target. First, we need to get a close over $1,600 to confirm that we are most likely on our way to
the next target. The bottom of the handle at around $1,445 should hold and needs to hold. Indeed, the first of
trouble would be a break back under the recent low near $1,535. Not surprisingly, the bottom of the handle
near $1,445 is just above the top of the cup at $1,435.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The gold indices and, by extension, the gold stocks had a mixed week. The TSX Gold Index (TGD) gained 1.0%,
but the U.S. based Gold Bugs Index (HUI) lost 0.5%. The TGD is only down 0.4% on the year but the HUI is down
6.9%. That’s quite a difference. But yes, the indices are not equal. First off, the TGD has 38 components. The
HUI has only 15. Everything in the HUI is also in the TGD. What happened on Friday is two components of the
TGD, Dundee Precious Metals (DPM) and Lundin Gold (LUG) had strong up days. That helped the TGD
outperform the HUI. Neither stock is contained in the HUI.
The TGD continues to display a strong upside bias despite the recent weakness. The TGD is holding the uptrend
line from the May 2019 lows and is rising in a choppy back-and-forth manner, making higher lows. What is
needed now is a breakout above 270 that could send the TGD to new 52-week highs. A breakdown under 255
would be short-term negative, but only a breakdown below 230 could potentially prove more terminal.
Indicators are largely neutral and bullish sentiment has also pulled back. That should be helpful going forward.
A firm breakout and close over the recent high of 272 could see the HUI rise to potential targets at 315 a 20%+
move from current levels. As noted, a break under 230 could be terminal and set off a bear market. The 200day MA is currently at 235.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Oil prices appear to be now discounting the coronavirus crisis. After dipping below $50, WTI oil bounced back
this week as fears of the worst case abated. WTI oil closed at $52.05, up 3.4% on the week. In dipping under
$50, oil did make new 52-week lows. Natural gas (NG) also made new 52-week lows again and lost 1.6% on the
week. The energy indices fared better with the ARCA Oil & Gas Index (XOI) up 0.6% and the TSX Energy Index
(TEN) up 0.4% on the week. The energy stocks were buoyed by oil’s bounce back. Of course, that doesn’t mean
things have changed, and if the coronavirus crisis deepens again oil could soon be falling sharply under $50
towards $40. One of the keys is the number of cases outside of China. If that starts to rise sharply, then all bets
are off for higher prices. The decline has been quite steep so a relief rally was most likely overdue. And none of
this suggests that oil is about to start climbing back towards $60 again.
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The shale gas industry in the U.S. is facing troubles because of low prices. A number of write-downs occurred
this past week. One, Occidental Petroleum (OXY) took a $1.7 billion hit. Could bankruptcies follow? The IEA is
revising downwards its forecasts for demand. OPEC is still debating about supply cuts with Russia the main one
balking. The low prices are not good for Alberta’s oil sands as investors continue to balk at further
commitments there. It is not helping that large investors such as Blackrock are cutting back on oil sands
investments because of environmental concerns. All of that puts the giant Teck mine in jeopardy, combining
environmental concerns with low prices and irrespective of the demands of the Alberta government.
Major resistance for WTI oil is seen at $56. Only above $59 does WTI oil stand a chance of sustained rally. That
is unlikely in the current environment. The XOI needs to regain above 1,170 to suggest higher levels. If the
coronavirus crisis deepens, particularly outside of China, oil prices are likely to fall again.
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service
and is not an exempt market dealer (EMD). He does
not and cannot give individualised market advice. The
information in this newsletter is intended only for
informational and educational purposes. It should not
be construed as an offer, a solicitation of an offer or
sale of any security. The reader assumes all risk when
trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. Before making an
investment, prospective investors should review each
security’s offering documents which summarize the
objectives, fees, expenses and associated risks. David
Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and
expects the reader to perform due diligence before
considering a position in any security. That includes
consulting with your own licensed professional
financial advisor such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated. Performance is not guaranteed, values
change frequently, and past performance may not be
repeated.
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